Automatic method for tracing regions of interest in rat brain magnetic resonance imaging studies.
To automatically extract regions of interest (ROIs) and simultaneously preserve the anatomical characteristics of each individual, we developed a new atlas-based method utilizing a pair of coregistered brain template and digital atlas. Unlike the previous atlas-based method, this method treats each individual as the target image, and the template and atlas are each transformed to register with the individual. To evaluate the accuracy of this method we implemented it in extracting the hippocampus from two groups of T(2)-weighted structural images with different spatial resolutions and a group of T(2)*-weighted functional images. Furthermore, the results were compared against a manually segmented hippocampus and an atlas-derived hippocampus. Jaccard similarity (JS) reached 84.7%-90.5%, and relative error in volume (RV) was 4.8%-12.7%. The consistency observed between the results of the proposed method and manual drawing was therefore considerable. We developed a new atlas-based method for ROI extraction that can automatically extract ROI and simultaneously preserve each individual's unique anatomical characteristics.